
  

Nicknamed ‘THE RAINMAKER’ by 
her peers, Jackie knows how to 
create success in selling, but 
she isn’t just teaching it -she 
does it with passion...

Jackie 
Rainforth

Delve Deeper,
Sell Better,
Achieve Faster Results.

she knows it, loves it 
and has lived it!

     

  
Superstar Selling.
Author of the Badass Guide to 

Sales Expert

Award Winning

         Record Breaking

                     MEDIA HOST                                      
SPEAKER | SALES TRAINER | AUTHOR

VALUE, VALUE, VALUE!!

Events that get remembered.

Engaging & Inspiring presentations. 

An expert at meeting your team's needs. 

Education, Energy, Entertainment.

She makes your life Simple!

Choose Jackie Rainforth..

that stands out?
Looking for a speaker 



“Education, energy, and entertainment are what you get with Jackie. 
She has a ton of personality and enthusiasm for her business... With 
her down to earth style and common sense tips and techniques, she is 
your GO-TO BUSINESS EXPERT!”

Susan Kandalaft

 

 

An expert at meeting your 

 

  

  
 
 

 

client's needs...

She will leave your audience entertained & educated, asking for more!

make an immediate impact in their business and in their lives!
experience as a receiver, is a journey filled with value-add takeaways that can 
that your audience receives an abundance of value. That experience ieir 
the client...the audience.  Her goal,regardless of the type of speech is to ensure 
As a sales expert, Jackie knows that it is all about delivering delivering results for 

Messaging & Content...
Dynamic, Powerful & Inspiring... 
WHAT YOUR COMPANY WILL RECEIVE

delivering a professional presentation.
She will be well prepared and practiced, 

presentations specific to your client's requirements. 
She will educate your audience with highly customized 



Jackie is a professional on every level.  

  
 

 
 
 

She makes your job EASIER!
She Exceeds Expectations!  
WHY CHOOSE JACKIE?

  

      

 
 
 

event organizer in  whatever you need.  Jackie is a professional on every level.
sticks to her time allocated. She is flexible in adjusting her time when necessary to assist you, the 
Timing is critical to running a success event and Jackie knows it! That is why she is on time, and 

makes your job worry-free as she is reliable and will not let you down!
the job done.  She is an expert at listening and meeting the even the smallest of your needs. She 
Jackie will show up early, professionally dressed,  and prepared, fully practiced and on point to get 

Dorothy Briggs, Publisher, Owner Womanition Inc.

you on my stage.”
Thank you Jackie, I appreciate your expertise and I am grateful to have 
a seasoned sales professional, I left feeling refreshed with newideas. 
information, she is incredibly knowledgeable and walks the talk. Evenas 
or hear Jackie Rainforth present. Confident and totally on point with her 
“Anyone in business who has a team of salespeople should train with, 



she works it !
From the moment she steps on stage, 

       
      
    
    

inspires    and  captivates.   That  is,  until  the  end 
that  will  keep  them  riveted  throughout,  as  it 
whether educational, motivational or entertaining 
experience, and fact.  She takes them on a journey , 
informative  content  is  a  combination  of  story, 
The  odyssey  continues  with  the  rich  and 

      
       
 

      
  
  
        

      
       
 

      
  
  
        

 
 

Your event will remembered!

and powerful.
matter delivery, which is engaging, inspiring, 
as the presentation quickly shifts to subject 
The audience is equally interested and intrigued 

draws the crowd in.
impact of an introduction that instantaneously 
Jackie! The journey begins with the immediate 
works it. You will not regret your decision to hire 
From the moment she steps on stage, she 

Engaged from the start!

She Makes you SHINE!
WHY CHOOSE JACKIE?

Carrie Thiessen, Event Coordinator | CREB Calgary Real Estate Board

They raved about how engaging and informative she was.”
and tradeshow.  She is a wealth of knowledge and the attendees loved her. 
“We had the honour of having Jackie speak at our annual Forecast conference 

An event to be remembered. Your event!
action, their minds full, as they exit the venue. 
excited and energized with defined plans of 
ponder, take charge, and  or reflect. Many leave 
highlighted, prompting the audience to deeply 
when the significances of the talk, are 



“Jackie’s ability to connect with her audience is second to none. She 
captures and holds their attention while inspiring them in equal measure. I 
would highly recommend Jackie as a speaker to any organization looking to 
engage and empower their team.”

Luisa Saavedra, PMP, DIRTT Environmental Solutions

 
   

   
  
 
  

 

 

  
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

fun.
 
  
   

 
   
  
   
  
   

  

 

  
 

to have a little, okay, A LOT more fun! Yes, Jackie can be
point across with a little humor.  Life is short.  We all need 
And she is not afraid to dress up and have fun to get her 

Sometimes She Even Makes People LAUGH!

people to want to do more, try more, and make change.
to light up a room, as she motivates, inspires and excites 
and believe in themselves. Her superpower, is her ability 
concepts, and make people feel comfortable, confident 
can do it, I can too!’. Her gift is in her ability to simplify 
journey. They will readily identify themselves saying ‘If she 
on an educational, motivational, and confidence building 
She will ignite and inspire as she takes the the audience

Inspire Them!

presentations relatable to all audiences.
to tell stories and share experiences that will make her 
captivating as she draws you into her powerful ability
From the moment she steps on stage her presence is 

Energize & Engage Them!

authentic yet highly energetic, vulnerable, and sincere style.
She will wow your audience with her down to earth, 

She WOWS Audiences! 
WHAT SHE WILL DO FOR YOU 



 

“Jackie’s knowledge, professionalism, and enthusiasm are second to 
none.  Our sales increased by 20% after her training.”

Rose-Ann Normandeau, President, Normeandeau Window Coverings

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

& Lots of Value-Add Take-Aways!
NEW RELEVANT CONTENT

PROVIDES... Value, Value, Value!
WHY CHOOSE JACKIE?

 

 
  
 

results. If it is a motivational experience, they will leave in a state of deep contemplation and reflection.
immediately be able to implement them out in the field, making an equally significant impact on their sales 
of valuable take-aways, and strategies to choose from.  The nuggets will abound. So many,they will 
Never boring.  High energy. Your team will want to be on a Jackie journey! They will be left with a multitude 

dream of for their future! 
points. Those things that are often keeping them stuck. The things that keep them up at night or that they 
examples, techniques, stories, proven solutions and facts to directly solve the problem, challenges or pain 
The presentation will be filled with a variety of NEW, current, and relevant content.  It will be filled with 

step of the way. We are here to help make you shine!
term loyal and repeat customers. We are there with you every 
presentations because we know your goal is to build more long- 
want to deliver an abundance of value-add take-aways in our 
Improving your customer service experience is our focus. We

only relationships, BUT partnerships with your clients.
your customers. We understand that your priority is to build not 
and aligning your objectives, values, and offerings with that of 
We want to help you to become more strategic in partnering 

Our Customer Commitment is to Make You Shine! 



  

We just had the honour of having Jackie speak at our annual Forecast 
conference and tradeshow.  She is a wealth of knowledge and the attendees 
loved her.  They raved about how engaging and informative she was.

CARRIE THIESSEN, EVENT COORDINATOR AT CREB ®

Education, Energy and Entertainment are what you get with 
Jackie! With her down to earth style and common sense tips 
and techniques, she is your go-to Sales Expert.

SUSAN KANDALAFT, PRESIDENT EXECUTIVE SOLUTIONS
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The Badass Guide to Superstar Selling
Delve Deeper, Sell Better, Achieve Faster Results!

leads, close more deals and create more revenue than ever before.
helping you with simple, step-by-step processes to generate more 
Superstar Selling, Jackie’s superpower is your sales empowerment, 
Rainmakers Business Solutions.  Author of The Badass Guide to 
nominee is the founder and CEO of the nationally acclaimed 
Today, this dynamic ‘RBC Woman Entrepreneur of Canada’ award 

direction and top priority.
more confident and successful in business and in life was her new 
the surface and made her realize that helping others become
The message she received as she struggled to breathe 45’ under 

top performer, now seemed hollow.
Her own sales, executive sales and entrepreneurial success as a 
world was turned upside down and irrevocably changed forever.
intensive care where she spent three days clinging to life. Jackie’s 
A second near-death scuba diving incident in 2016, left her in 

bottom, unable to walk for a year.
without a job, without success, purpose and meaning as she hit 
devastating foot injury in 2014 left her depressed and devastated, 
Simple’ sales system, and as a highly successful entrepreneur, a 
which lead to her proven and extremely effective, ‘Selling Made 
After years of success as a top corporate sales performer

make it to the top of the male-dominated construction industry.
success as one of the few outstanding, professional saleswomen to 
Dubbed ‘The Rainmaker’ by her peers, she achieved enormous 

international speaker.
winning sales expert, facilitator, and 
leader and record-breaking, award 
Jackie Rainforth is a global thought 

success, with a simplicity that simply resonates with people.
employed professionals to elevate to higher levels of sale 
She helps elevate salespeople, business owners, and self- 

guaranteed to WOW your audience.
after speaker shares, engages and entertains - all her tools are 
Now, this magnetic and powerful, out-of-the-box and sought- 

to higher levels of productivity and sales success.
beginner through to the seasoned veteran who want to elevate

repeatable outcomes.
simple, step-by-step and repeatable processes that create 
Improve your sales team effectiveness and productivity with 

Retained to Catapult Sales Results!
Processes with a Simplicity that Resonates and is 
levant, intriguing and informative.
KEYNOTES - BREAK OUT SESSIONS -WORKSHOPS

From prospecting to closing to, this course is ideal for the

DELVE DEEPER - SELL BETTER - ACHIEVE FASTER RESULTS
Selling Made Simple - (Our most popular program!)

Superstar Sales Speaker & Trainer

Rainforth
Jackie

              AUTHOR | MEDIA HOST
SPEAKER | SALES EXPERT | TRAINER 

 403-615-2333  e. jackier@rainmakersgroup.cap.

BOOK JACKIE RAINFORTH NOW!

Master the Essentials of LinkedIn - The New Cold Calling
Top Customer Service Strategies to Build Long Term Loyal & Repeat Clients 
Ignite Your Brand & Grow Your Business Through Social Selling!

Today’s Hot Topics: 



 

Jackie Rainforth is an expert at one of the most powerful qualities 
I witness in transformational speakers…the ability to be present 
and caring with the people in the audiencewhile deeply vulnerably 
sharing a personal life altering experience. As an event organizer, 
it is a true gift to work with her and see the impact she has on 
anaudience. I am grateful to have had her on my stage and to have 
also had the pleasure to share a stage with her.

DOROTHY BRIGGS, PUBLISHER/OWNER WOMANITION INC
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careers upwards, especially those who need to learn the 
 
 
 

Her actionable words of wisdom to women looking to standout 

 
 

&Teams
Mastering Personal Performance - Build Stronger Rapport, Relationships 

Value Proposition Selling vs Price and Discount Selling

Generating Leads & Finding New Customers
Negotiation Skills, Strategies & Effectiveness to Create Win/Wins

Easily Overcome Objections & Confidently Conquer Closing 
Personality to Profit - The Secret to Selling More, Faster!
Build Powerful Conversations that Convert & Close
Everyday Sales Mistakes That Cost You Valuable Business

after topics;
modern yet simple approaches to selling,including her recent and highly-sought 

performance and results.
approach that have helped thousands, willimprove your team’s productivity, 

                     MEDIA HOST
   SPEAKER, TRAINER, AUTHOR & 
SALES EXPERT, SPEAKER, KICKOFF    
AWARD WINNING

Hitting Bottom - Job Loss & Bouncing Back
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER:

Successfully Lead High Performance Teams Online

 

Differentiate to Elevate - Build New Business & Keep the Funnel Full

Superstar Selling Strategies to Sell More to Existing Customers

Develop a Mindset for Accountability, Growth & Success

Diversify or Die! Mastering The 5 x C's of Online Selling
Top Customer Service Strategies to Build Long-Term, Loyal & Repeat Clients  

A Follow Up System to Capture up to 24% More Sales
Top Selling Strategies to Catapult Your Sales & Consistently Meet Quota

Nail Your Network & Create New Business Opportunities
Coaching Skills & Techniques for Sales Leaders

KEYNOTES - BREAK OUT SESSIONS - WORKSHOPS
Superstar Sales Speaker & Trainer - Corporate

Sharing her proven and exclusive out-of-the box ‘SELLING MADE SIMPLE’

and be seen, helping women to be and feel like more, as they
overcome the confidence gap and imposter syndrome, learning
to walk in heels of steel, as they successfully navigate their

unspoken rules, where gaining respect can sometimes feel 
obscure and somewhat unattainable.

breaking journey of having lost her career, identity and the reputation 
She shares her journey of hitting bottom, her motivational,heart-

for excellence that had defined her, and the world she painstakingly
built for herself that was irreversibly ruined, after a devasting foot  
injury, the loss of her job that left her feeling unidentifiably worthless,

boundaries, gratitude and graciousness.
a better life based on making decisions focused on stronger
fulfillment, happiness and empowerment, helping you to live

of how she rose to unimaginable success, even higher than

help you to move forward towards greater understanding,

changed her life forever. Her WHY, and how the experiences

before or ever thought possible, and lessons she learned can

and the three days she spent clinging to life that irrevocably
breathe, the panic, the fear, the message she received that day
And/or the story of how she was 45 feet underwater, unable to
Life Disrupted - I Died!
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER:

Improve your resiliency, and protect your self-esteem as you also  
learn how to bounce back bigger and better than before.

Highly certified, her passion is in helping salespeople and organizations learn

of no walking, weight-bearing, or driving, plus 6 months of therapy.  
recovered after a total of 2 years including; 2 surgeries, 7 months 
ostrasized, and without the success that defined her.  See how she

p. 403-615-2333  e. jackier@rainmakersgroup.ca

BOOK JACKIE RAINFORTH NOW!

Heels of Steel, Badass in Today's World.
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT:

FEATURED PRESENTATIONS:

she knows it, loves it, and lives it.

And she isn’t just teaching it...
inspires, engages & wows audiences. 
Dynamic & Powerful Speaker who  



JACKIE RAINFORTH

Speaking Testimonials

www.rainmakersgroup.ca

Event Coordinator | CREB Calgary Real Estate Board
Carrie Thiessen

raved about how engaging and informative she was.”
and tradeshow. She is a wealth of knowledge and the attendees loved her. They 
“We had the honour of having Jackie speak at our annual Forecast conference 

Marlene Cameron | Marlene Cameron Inc. 
organization.
I highly recommend Jackie as an exceptional speaker and trainer for any 

examples of her clients' successes.  
through her personal stories of transformation as well as educational and relatable 
She is an engaging and entertaining speaker and trainer who gets her points across 

and enroll customers and clients. 
entrepreneurs and established business sales teams up-level their capacity to engage 
“Jackie has a wealth of practical and implementable sales strategies to help both new 

#1 Hunter Douglas Dealer in Canada
President | Normeandeau Window Coverings 
Rose-Ann Normandeau

Our sales increased by 20% after her training.”
“Jackie’s knowledge, professionalism, and enthusiasm are second to none. 

President, Executive Solutions Inc.
Susan Kandalaft

common sense tips and techniques, she is your GO-TO BUSINESS EXPERT!”
of personality and enthusiasm for her business... With her down to earth style and 
“Education, energy, and entertainment are what you get with Jackie. She has a ton 



“Jackie Rainforth is an expert transformational speaker... powerful, caring and 
vulnerable, people in the audience are riveted by the grace and strength she shines 
in sharing her story. She takes them on a journey where they easily identify and 
relate her valuable content to their own life. They are inspired by what is possible 
and are able to take actions towards something new.  As an event organizer it is a 
true gift to work with her and to see the impact she has on an audience.”

Loree Cowling
Director/Event Organizer | Women Talk

“Jackie is an informed, powerful speaker and trainer who knows her stuff!  If you 
need relationship building, selling, or personality profiling, you will be amazed by 
Jackie’s presentations and thrilled with your results!”

Jessica LoRusso
Powered Profit Education

www.rainmakersgroup.ca

Publisher | Owner Womanition Inc.
Dorothy Briggs

audience. I am grateful to have had her on my stage."
event organizer, it is a true gift to work with her and see the impact she has on an 
inspired by what is possible, and begin taking action towards something new.  As an 
“Jackie creates the environment that allows someone to relate to their own life, be 

Founder | WEIGHTBOSS for LIFE
Kandice Wirch

and strategies have the power to ignite your business.”
and insight is powerful. She is an experienced business master and her message 
“Jackie speaks with passion and conviction. Her message of determination, hope 

Publisher | Owner Womanition Inc.
Dorothy Briggs

your expertise.”
professional, I left feeling refreshed with new ideas.  Thank you Jackie, I appreciate 
is incredibly knowledgeable and walks the talk.  Even as a seasoned sales 
Jackie Rainforth present.  Confident and totally on point with her information,she 
“Anyone in business who has a team of salespeople should train with, or hear 



       

 

WHAT DO YOU GET?

Presentations require a lot work more than you think... 
(Keynotes-break-out session -workshops-virtual-virtual sales kickoff  available)
Presentation Pricing
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https://www.rainmakersgroup.ca
jackier@rainmakersgroup.ca
403 615 2333

BUDGET

Let's Chat!!  How we can we help you?? Serve you better??
We have many things we haven't mentioned that we can offer that would really meet your needs...

great fit for you! 
a budget that works for you, but to find out what other 'value-adds' we can provide to make this a 
We know that nothing beats a face-to-face (or these days, a 'zoom' conversation) not only to discuss

Jackie

INCLUDES:  VALUE-ADD BONUSES:

budget can be an issue. We want to work with you and are more than willing to discuss budget options.
We provide exceptional value in all that we do, but recognize that during these are challenging times, 

Total: 22 HOURS

1-2 HOUR Delivery of Speech

1-2 HOUR: Pre-Speech Check in Interview

3-4 HOURS: Preparation & Practice

3-4 HOURS: Speech Writing*

2-4 Research 

2-4 HOURS: Pre-Interview Calls 

1-2 HOURS: Initial Discovery Calls

LinkedIn, 2500+on Facebook / Instagram and over 4000+ on personal database.
•Provide Social Media Promotion on our platforms and database. Includes 20,000+ on followers on
important it  is to promote and build excitement.  We are there for you!!
•Attend & Mingle at your Cocktail Event the evening before should you have one.  We know how 

up-level their skill set with actions they can immediately implement.
•Biweekly ‘Sales Actions’ delivered directly to your mailbox to keep your sales team focused and 
We would also like to provide you and your clients with the following:

management teams in becoming high performance sales teams.
•Monthly Sales Leadership E-Books filled with high performance content that will assist you clients sales and 
•50% of Soft Cover Book.  $10 each plus shipping costs.  
•Free Downloadable Copies of the book THE BADASS GUIDE TO SUPERSTAR SELLING. 
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